Dear Governor Scott,

attached you will find a copy of our letter to Chancellor Criser and Director Beaven of the State University System of Florida, which we sent with the same content also to those universities in this system, that have a College of Medicine, and also to the University of Miami.

You are cordially invited to use the health potential described in the letter for the health and well-being of the expectant mothers and children in Florida entrusted in your care.

We will be happy to hear from you.

With kind regards

Alfred Tils Werner Zervas
Team Scientific Music Medicine
Health Division of the Charitable International Philharmony Foundation

Attachment

State University System of Florida
Colleges of Medicine
Marshall Criser III, Chancellor
Amy Beaven, STEM and Health Initiatives Director

Tallahassee, Fl 32399-0400,
USA

Dear Chancellor Criser,

dear Director Beaven,

scientific studies and clinical observations at various university hospitals and research institutes in Europe have shown that it is possible with the help of Medical Resonance Therapy Music® and its scientific application of the natural laws of harmony of the microcosm of music to drastically reduce the premature birth rate – that there is even legitimate hope of being able to bring this rate down to virtually zero.

When in 1988 in Jerusalem at the international congress Pre- and Perinatal Psychology and Medicine, which was co-organized by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Government of Israel, leading medical professors of the world urged the classical composer and musicologist Peter Hübner, to put his knowledge of the natural laws of harmony of the microcosm of music to the service of scientific medicine, he in turn demanded from the physicians that they would have to verify the effects of these laws on health by incorruptible scientific medical measurements – what they promised to do.
Please see for this also the film on the web site


The crucial factor for the decision to develop a scientific harmonical music for the use in medicine were particularly the explanations of the pediatric endocrinologist Prof. Gupta of the University of Tübingen, Germany, a pioneer of psycho-neuro-immunology:

“If a society wants that from their midst emerge in all walks of life people of deep spirituality, wise statesmen, prominent artists, scientists, researchers and developers of great intuition and creativity, who dedicate their attention to the well-being of the community and nature, then”, explained the famous endocrinologist at the congress in Jerusalem, “the most important step is: to ensure as much as possible that the children and youths are not disturbed in the natural development of their brain functions.

The main disruptive factor for such a natural development is STRESS, which can have devastating effects on the brain development of children - and that is especially true for the unborn child in the womb, who participates in the STRESS experienced by the mother, and thus can sustain severe developmental disorders and diverse handicaps that much too often continue throughout his life.

The most important countermeasure against STRESS is in my experience a comprehensive ‘supply’ with natural harmony.
If Mr. Hübner would succeed to develop - with the help of a scientific harmonical music according to the harmony laws of nature -

an objectively effective means for the comprehensive ‘supply’ of soul, mind, body and behavior with natural harmony,

then this would be of very great value for the science of medicine – and for education alike”,

thus the assessment of Prof. Gupta.

It is about a new branch of scientific medicine – pure mathematical-musicological information as a medical drug:

“A new kind of medical drug, a mathematical, digital pharmaceutical with a powerful effect of harmonizing physiological processes.”

Prof. Dr. Alexander Reznikov

Member of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine and of the Academy of Sciences of New York, Head of the Laboratory for Neurohormonal Control of Reproduction at the famous Research Institute for Neuroendocrinology in Kiev, Ukraine, a research partner institution of the World Health Organization (WHO).

The film on our web site will give you comprehensive information about it.

As the many scientific studies and clinical observations with Peter Hübner’s Medical Resonance Therapy Music® document, Prof. Gupta’s assessment was correct: only a few years later - on the next major conference of the World Health Organization (WHO ) “Society, STRESS and Health” at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow - the medical music preparations of Medical Resonance Therapy Music® were acknowledged as by far the
most effective preparations against STRESS: four times as effective in the resolution of the harming effects of STRESS on the body as preparations of the chemical pharmacy and eight times better in the resolution of harming STRESS effects on the psyche – yet entirely without any unwanted side effects!

For the physiological level, the scientific studies and clinical observations document a profound harmonization of body processes and the strengthening of the self-healing forces, on the mental level cognitive performance improves, and the psychological studies document a decrease in anxiety and solicitudes, and an increase in positive values; and many listeners - children and adults alike - experience that by hearing the Medical Resonance Therapy Music® a serene, quiet, spiritual state of mind appears in them – and all of these positive effects occur completely with no harmful side effects!

Please see here especially the above-mentioned film.

Furthermore you can see in the film (which you enjoy best on your big TV screen rather than on a small computer screen), that through the scientific application of Medical Resonance Therapy Music®, or of the harmony laws of the microcosm of music, the premature birth rate among the high-risk pregnant women in Belarus – who due to the serious harming health effects caused by the nuclear accident were in danger of losing their unborn child – could eventually be reduced from 14% to 6.2%; and later, with respect to all pregnant women in the country, even down to 4.1%: this is by far the lowest value worldwide.

For comparison:
In the United States, where the Medical Resonance Therapy Music® is hardly known up to now and therefore also finds little use among pregnant women, the premature birth rate is at over 12% according to the WHO report “Born Too Soon”.

However, this positive effect on pregnancy has imposed on all, who have the health of mothers and children at their heart, also a great responsibility: Because when by using Medical Resonance Therapy Music® such a low rate of premature births is possible in Belarus – a country severely shaken by a nuclear disaster –, then certainly a much lower rate will be possible with the help of Medical Resonance Therapy Music® in any other country.

Once you know about the life-threatening risks and too often fatal consequences of a premature birth to the physical, mental and emotional health of mother and child, then you will certainly wish that Medical Resonance Therapy Music® reaches all expectant mothers in your sphere of responsibility. This would not only save the life of many mothers and children each year, but would also give all newborn children in your area of responsibility a good foundation for a natural and healthy brain development, which in turn is crucial for a good psychological, mental, physical, and social health (please see here in the film the testimony of a pioneer of psycho-neuro-immunology, of the pediatric endocrinologist Prof. Gupta).

You are cordially invited to use this health potential for the benefit of the expectant mothers and children in Florida, who are entrusted in your care.

We will be happy to hear from you

Alfred Tils Werner Zervas
Team Scientific Music Medicine
Health Division of the Charitable
International Philharmony Foundation
P.S.: Every day in the United States 1046 children are born too soon, and day by day 44 children die in the first year from the effects of premature birth – by using the scientific application of the harmony laws of the microcosm of music it is very likely possible to bring these numbers in the United States down to almost zero.

About 830 mothers die every year in the United States from the effects of birth - here, too, most likely such deaths could be reduced drastically with the help of Medical Resonance Therapy Music®.

Here once again the web address for the mentioned film where you can get comprehensive information

www.scientificmusicmedicine.com/videos/

A copy of this letter receives Governor Rick Scott of Florida
State Government of Florida
Governor Rick Scott

400 S Monroe St
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
USA

Dear Governor Scott,

attached you will find a copy of our letter to Chancellor Criser and Director Beaven of the State University System of Florida, which we sent with the same content also to those universities in this system, that have a College of Medicine, and also to the University of Miami.

You are cordially invited to use the health potential described in the letter for the health and well-being of the expectant mothers and children in Florida entrusted in your care.

We will be happy to hear from you.

With kind regards

Alfred Tils Werner Zervas
Team Scientific Music Medicine
Health Division of the Charitable International Philharmony Foundation

Attachment

State University System of Florida
Colleges of Medicine
Marshall Criser III, Chancellor
Amy Beaven, STEM and Health Initiatives Director

Tallahassee, Fl 32399-0400,
USA

Dear Chancellor Criser,
dear Director Beaven,

scientific studies and clinical observations at various university hospitals and research institutes in Europe have shown that it is possible with the help of Medical Resonance Therapy Music® and its scientific application of the natural laws of harmony of the microcosm of music to drastically reduce the premature birth rate – that there is even legitimate hope of being able to bring this rate down to virtually zero.

When in 1988 in Jerusalem at the international congress Pre- and Perinatal Psychology and Medicine, which was co-organized by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Government of Israel, leading medical professors of the world urged the classical composer and musicologist Peter Hübner, to put his knowledge of the natural laws of harmony of the microcosm of music to the service of scientific medicine, he in turn demanded from the physicians that they would have to verify the effects of these laws on health by incorruptible scientific medical measurements – what they promised to do.

Please see for this also the film on the web site


The crucial factor for the decision to develop a scientific harmonical music for the use in medicine were particularly the explanations of the pediatric endocrinologist Prof. Gupta of the University of Tübingen, Germany, a pioneer of psycho-neuro-immunology:

“If a society wants that from their midst emerge in all walks of life people of deep spirituality, wise statesmen, prominent artists, scientists, researchers and developers of great intuition and creativity, who dedicate their attention to the well-being of the community and nature, then”, explained the famous endocrinologist at the congress in Jerusalem, “the most important step is: to ensure as much as possible that the children and youths are not disturbed in the natural development of their brain functions.

The main disruptive factor for such a natural development is STRESS, which can have devastating effects on the brain development of children - and that is especially true for the unborn child in the womb, who participates in the STRESS experienced by the mother, and thus can sustain severe developmental disorders and diverse handicaps that much too often continue throughout his life.

The most important countermeasure against STRESS is in my experience a comprehensive ‘supply’ with natural harmony. If Mr. Hübner would succeed to develop - with the help of a scientific harmonical music according to the harmony laws of nature -
an objectively effective means for the comprehensive ‘supply’ of soul, mind, body and behavior with natural harmony,

then this would be of very great value for the science of medicine – and for education alike”,

thus the assessment of Prof. Gupta.

It is about a new branch of scientific medicine – pure mathematical-musicological information as a medical drug:

“A new kind of medical drug, a mathematical, digital pharmaceutical with a powerful effect of harmonizing physiological processes.”

Prof. Dr. Alexander Reznikov

Member of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine and of the Academy of Sciences of New York, Head of the Laboratory for Neurohormonal Control of Reproduction at the famous Research Institute for Neuroendocrinology in Kiev, Ukraine, a research partner institution of the World Health Organization (WHO).

The film on our web site will give you comprehensive information about it.

As the many scientific studies and clinical observations with Peter Hübner’s Medical Resonance Therapy Music® document, Prof. Gupta’s assessment was correct: only a few years later - on the next major conference of the World Health Organization (WHO) “Society, STRESS and Health” at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow - the medical music preparations of Medical Resonance Therapy Music® were acknowledged as by far the most effective preparations against STRESS: four times as effective in the resolution of the harming effects of STRESS on the body as preparations of the chemical pharmacy and eight times better in the resolution of harming STRESS effects on the psyche – yet entirely without any unwanted side effects!

For the physiological level, the scientific studies and clinical observations document a profound harmonization of body processes and the strengthening of the self-healing forces, on the mental level cognitive performance improves, and the psychological studies document a decrease in anxiety and solicitudes, and an increase in positive values; and many listeners - children and adults alike - experience that by hearing the Medical Resonance Therapy Music® a serene, quiet, spiritual state of mind appears in them – and all of these positive effects occur completely with no harmful side effects!

Please see here especially the above-mentioned film.
Furthermore you can see in the film (which you enjoy best on your big TV screen rather than on a small computer screen), that through the scientific application of Medical Resonance Therapy Music®, or of the harmony laws of the microcosm of music, the premature birth rate among the high-risk pregnant women in Belarus – who due to the serious harming health effects caused by the nuclear accident were in danger of losing their unborn child – could eventually be reduced from 14% to 6.2%; and later, with respect to all pregnant women in the country, even down to 4.1%: this is by far the lowest value worldwide.

**For comparison:**
In the United States, where the Medical Resonance Therapy Music® is hardly known up to now and therefore also finds little use among pregnant women, the premature birth rate is at over 12% according to the WHO report “Born Too Soon”.

However, this positive effect on pregnancy has imposed on all, who have the health of mothers and children at their heart, also a great responsibility: Because when by using Medical Resonance Therapy Music® such a low rate of premature births is possible in Belarus – a country severely shaken by a nuclear disaster –, then certainly a much lower rate will be possible with the help of Medical Resonance Therapy Music® in any other country.

Once you know about the life-threatening risks and too often fatal consequences of a premature birth to the physical, mental and emotional health of mother and child, then you will certainly wish that Medical Resonance Therapy Music® reaches all expectant mothers in your sphere of responsibility.
This would not only save the life of many mothers and children each year, but would also give all newborn children in your area of responsibility a good foundation for a natural and healthy brain development, which in turn is crucial for a good psychological, mental, physical, and social health (please see here in the film the testimony of a pioneer of psycho-neuro-immunology, of the pediatric endocrinologist Prof. Gupta).

You are cordially invited to use this health potential for the benefit of the expectant mothers and children in Florida, who are entrusted in your care.

We will be happy to hear from you

Alfred Tils Werner Zervas
*Team Scientific Music Medicine*
*Health Division of the Charitable International Philharmony Foundation*
P.S.: Every day in the United States 1046 children are born too soon, and day by day 44 children die in the first year from the effects of premature birth – by using the scientific application of the harmony laws of the microcosm of music it is very likely possible to bring these numbers in the United States down to almost zero.

About 830 mothers die every year in the United States from the effects of birth - here, too, most likely such deaths could be reduced drastically with the help of Medical Resonance Therapy Music®.

Here once again the web address for the mentioned film where you can get comprehensive information

www.scientificmusicmedicine.com/videos/

A copy of this letter receives Governor Rick Scott of Florida
Governor Scott,

Please see the attached letter regarding the 2015-2016 Performance Based Funding Allocation.

Marshall M. Criser III
Chancellor
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1614
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
Phone: (850) 245-9687 | Fax: (850) 245-9685
marshall.criser@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu
DATE: April 29, 2016

TO: Honorable Rick Scott
    President Andy Gardiner
    Speaker Steve Crisafulli

FROM: Marshall M. Criser III
      Chancellor

SUBJECT: 2015-2016 Performance Based Funding Allocation

Pursuant to Senate Bill 2500 and 2502 attached is the performance funding allocation for 2015-2016.

The Board sincerely appreciates the support that you have shown in recognizing the value of the Board’s performance funding model. The model’s focus on 10 key metrics has increased our commitment to student success and our universities are more focused on retention, graduation, and career or academic success.

The $400 million provided this year will truly make a difference for our students and Florida’s taxpayers.

We look forward to continuing our work with you as we move the State University System to be the best university system in the country.

Attachment

c: Representative Erik Fresen
   Senator Don Gaetz
   Ashley Spicola
   Tim Elwell
   Allyce Heflin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Allocation of State Investment</th>
<th>Allocation of Institutional Investment</th>
<th>Total Performance Funding Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAMU</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$13,997,427</td>
<td>$13,997,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAU</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$11,366,318</td>
<td>$18,943,864</td>
<td>$30,310,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGCU</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$4,940,666</td>
<td>$8,234,443</td>
<td>$13,175,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIU</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$18,599,436</td>
<td>$27,086,006</td>
<td>$45,685,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSU</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$24,945,913</td>
<td>$41,576,522</td>
<td>$66,522,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCF</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,457,467</td>
<td>$2,457,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCF</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$23,096,767</td>
<td>$34,581,557</td>
<td>$57,678,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>$30,598,527</td>
<td>$46,582,818</td>
<td>$77,181,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNF</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$6,947,962</td>
<td>$11,579,937</td>
<td>$18,527,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USF</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>$23,627,973</td>
<td>$35,165,896</td>
<td>$58,793,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWF</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$5,876,438</td>
<td>$9,794,063</td>
<td>$15,670,501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $150,000,000 $250,000,000 $400,000,000

April 29, 2016
Please see the attached May 2016 Chancellor’s Update.

**Marshall M. Criser III**

**Chancellor**

State University System of Florida  
Board of Governors  
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1614  
Tallahassee, Florida 32399  
Phone: (850) 245-9687 | Fax: (850) 245-9685  
marshall.criser@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu
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Chancellor’s Message

University stakeholders,

We all spend countless hours establishing and implementing the policies and partnerships that better our State University System, but our most important job is to keep our eye on student success. That’s why our May newsletter highlights students from across the System, engaging in internships, earning prestigious Frost Scholarships, and participating in competitions designed to hone workforce skills. As the school year comes to a close, I look forward to working with you to enhance the quality of our universities and the opportunities for our students.

Marshall M. Criser III

Save the Date

May 12
Board of Governors Meeting
Florida Gulf Coast University
Fort Myers, Florida

May 25-26
Governor Rick Scott’s Degrees to Jobs Summit
Universal Studios
Orlando, Florida

June 2
Florida Chamber Foundation Learners to Earners Education Summit
Omni Orlando Resort
ChampionsGate, Florida

June 21
Trustee Orientation
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida

June 21-23
Board of Governors Meeting
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida

September 28-30
Florida Chamber of Commerce Future of Florida Forum
Hyatt Regency Grant Cypress
Orlando, Florida

October 25
Florida Center for Cybersecurity 3rd Annual Conference
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa, Florida

November 2-3
2016 Trustee Summit and Board of Governors Meeting
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida

November 15-17
18th Annual HHS SBIR/STTR Conference
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida
Governor Rick Scott’s Degrees to Jobs Summit

Bringing together stakeholders in Florida’s higher education sectors, Governor Rick Scott is hosting a Degrees to Jobs Summit May 25-26 at Universal Studios in Orlando. Many job creators who are responsible for the state’s economic growth will be in attendance and the Summit will provide an excellent opportunity to engage in dialogue with the business community.

The state’s economy will continue to grow if we produce graduates who are ready for entry into high-skilled, high-wage jobs. The Summit provides the ideal forum for exchange of ideas and information on staying abreast of the changing needs of Florida businesses. Also, ensuring that Florida businesses are equally aware of the caliber and competencies of our students ensures that collectively we can make Florida a leader in job growth and productivity. The schedule of events can be found here.

Florida Chamber Foundation Learners to Earners Education Summit

Education and business leaders from throughout Florida will come together in Orlando on Thursday, June 2, for the Florida Chamber Foundation’s 2016 Learners to Earners Education Summit. Designed to ensure the education and business communities are working hand-in-hand to secure Florida’s future, the Summit includes discussions on engaging businesses in education, strengthening Florida’s talent pipeline and adapting to future changes in the workplace. Speakers include Chancellor Marshall Criser III, State University System of Florida; Commissioner Pam Stewart, Florida Department of Education; Chris Hart, CareerSource Florida; Dr. Brittany Birken, Florida Children’s Council; Charles Hokanson, Helios Education Foundation; Jennifer Grove, Gulf Power Company; and Maureen Wilt, Florida Power and Light Company. The Summit will be held in conjunction with the Florida Department of Education Commissioner’s Business Recognition Award program, presented by Wells Fargo.

Senator Negron’s Education Tour

Joined by senators and Board of Governors members from across the state, Senate President-Designate Joe Negron visited all 12 of Florida’s public universities during a four-day Listening Tour. The purpose was to hear from students, faculty and administrators on university strengths as well as opportunities for improvement. Each visit covered a variety of topics, from performance funding to need-based financial aid. Common themes included the importance of raising each institution’s graduation rate, the role of academic counseling in ensuring student success, and the expansion of the Benaquisto Scholarships, which are designed to keep National Merit Scholars in-state.

Each meeting consisted of: (1) a tour of a program or college that signifies a distinguished area of higher education or a center of academic or career placement excellence at each public university; (2) an interactive discussion with presidents and university representatives on specific goals and how the Legislature can help achieve those goals; and (3) a discussion with students about their public university experience. During his designation speech, President-Designate Negron recognized the value of the State University System in providing opportunities for Floridians and fueling the economy. His aim is to make Florida’s good universities great.
University Highlight: University of South Florida’s Proposal to Governor Scott’s “Ready, Set, Work” Challenge

Ensuring students gain the knowledge and skills that will best prepare them for success in the global economy is a top priority for the University of South Florida System. For this reason, USF is proud to accept the “Ready, Set, Work” university challenge, and will be this month’s highlighted university. USF has created a robust plan to tackle the goal of assisting 100 percent of graduates in their top two degree programs to obtain full-time employment within a year of graduation.

The university’s “Ready, Set, Work” plan targets two primary fronts. The first is to encourage more students to pursue degree offerings that match the top workforce needs of Tampa Bay. To do this, the university has developed a Higher Education and Workforce Development Committee in conjunction with the Tampa Bay Partnership — a collaboration designed to enhance the region’s economic competitiveness and prosperity. This committee will work to connect workforce needs and academic offerings. In addition to the committee, USF is gathering data on which majors are most highly demanded by employers and those specific skillsets that employers value the most.

The second initiative is to increase career-preparation efforts, particularly those in areas of strategic emphasis identified by the Board of Governors and through USF’s workforce study. USF Career Services is adding more personalized career counseling and advising, as well as requiring career counselors to work one-on-one with students from the very beginning of their college careers. Additionally, USF is working to increase access to internships and/or field experiences for the majority of undergraduate students to provide them with essential workforce skills.

University of Florida’s Case Competition

Students from around the world showcased their skills at solving business-related problems and thinking on their feet during the Inaugural Heaveren International Case Competition at the University of Florida. The event was hosted by the Heaveren School of Business, the undergraduate division of the Warrington College of Business. The competition included 20 teams from countries including Australia, Singapore and Canada. Underscoring the Heaveren School’s commitment to globalization and economic development, its students routinely compete in international Case competitions and perform exceptionally well.

The construction of Heaveren Hall, a 57,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art building devoted to undergraduate business education, provided the premier environment for this international event. UF Trustee James W. “Bill” Heaveren gave the lead gift toward the building’s construction, which combined with other private donations, will also establish an endowment for professional development, leadership and business ethics.

New College’s “Semester in Tallahassee” Program

A group of students from New College of Florida are participating in “Semester in Tallahassee”, a program where students work in various positions in Florida’s capital while taking a NCF seminar and classes at Florida State University. Students have the opportunity to meet with a variety of professionals including current and past state legislators, lobbyists, political consultants, campaign directors, among others. The students gain a firsthand look at how to become involved in the political process, as well as early career moves a person should make to get started in public service.

The students had lunch with Chancellor Criser, which provided them the opportunity to learn more about the State University System and ask questions.

Chancellor Marshall M. Criser and NCF students.
Welcome, New Trustees!

On April 15, 2016, Governor Rick Scott announced one new appointment and two reappointments to the Florida State University Board of Trustees.

New Appointees

⇒ Maximo Alvarez

Reappointments

⇒ Emily “June” Duda
⇒ Joseph Gruters

Congratulations, Frost Scholarship Recipients!

The Frost Scholarship Program, supported by the Phillip and Patricia Frost Philanthropic Foundation, funds current students of the State University System of Florida to study master’s courses in science, technology, engineering and mathematics at the University of Oxford for a full term. Below are the students who have earned the prestigious award for 2016.

⇒ Nicholas Abboud, NCF, MSc Mathematical & Theoretical Physics
⇒ Maïe Khalil, USF, MSc Medical Anthropology,
⇒ Daniel Aldridge, UF, MSc Integrated Immunology at Hertford College, University of Oxford
⇒ Ricci Allen, USF, MSc Clinical Embryology,
⇒ Barbara Dietrick, FSU, MSc Clinical Embryology at St. Hugh’s College, University of Oxford
⇒ Eleni Jaecklein, FSU, MSc Integrated Immunology,
⇒ Furtuna Tewolde, UNF, MSc Psychological Research
⇒ Shan Wong, FIU, MSc Biodiversity, Conservation and Management
⇒ Nicholas Pasternack, UF, MSc Neuroscience

Did You Know?

For the second year in a row, the State University System of Florida is ranked 1st of the country’s 10 largest public university systems in six-year graduation rates for full-time, first-time in college, public 4-year universities. Since 2011, Florida’s six-year graduation rate has improved from 61.4 to 66.3 percent, and the Board of Governors’ performance-based funding model is expected to help drive the rate to 70 percent by 2025 - in line with the Board’s Strategic Plan.

Julianna Linton, a 10-year-old cheerleader, recently received a 3-D printed bionic arm from Limbitless Solutions, a nonprofit student group at the University of Central Florida. Since 2014, Limbitless Solutions has provided custom-made 3-D printed arms to 14 other children at no cost to the families with the goal of showing others that there are no limits.

For the second year in a row, FIU has made the “America’s Best Employers” list by Forbes magazine. FIU is the second best ranked Florida employer after Publix and the 34th best employer in the nation, moving up 30 spots from last year’s ranking. Forbes’ 500 private- and public-sector employers were chosen based on an independent survey by Statista.com of 30,000 American employees working for U.S. companies and institutions with more than 5,000 employees.
Gov. Scott,
Can you please take a moment to read the correspondence below.
Thank you,
Nikki

---- Original Message ----
From: "James Shepherd" <jamesshepherd@therattlerbooster.com>
Sent: 5/10/2016 9:20:33 AM
To: "cleve.warren" <cleve.warren@famu.edu>, "clwarren" <clwarren@foj.edu>,
cleve.w@comcast.net
Cc: david.self@famu.edu, tdortch@twd-inc.net, m.akbar@akbarlawfirm.com,
nicole.washington@famu.edu, alan.levine@flbog.edu, michele.lynn@flbog.edu,
shannon.mcdermott@flnog.edu, "bettye.grable" <bettye.grable@famu.edu>,
"robert.woody" <robert.woody@famu.edu>, "craig.reed" <craig.reed@famu.edu>,
"kimberly.moore" <kimberly.moore@famu.edu>, "mooreki" <mooreki@tcc.fl.edu>,
"kelvinlawson1" <kelvinlawson1@aol.com>, gary.mccoy@famu.edu,
tonnette1.graham@famu.edu, "david.lawrence" <david.lawrence@famu.edu>,
"matthew.carter" <matthew.carter@famu.edu>, "kelvinlawson1" <kelvinlawson1@aol.com>, craig.redd@dupont.com
Subject: Fwd: Updated concerns of the Rattler Booster Board

Mr. Warren,
Please read the attached letter concerning the "updated" concerns of the
Florida A&M University Rattler Booster Board of Directors.
Sincerely,
James Shepherd, Chairman
Rattler Boosters Board of Directors
May 9, 2016

Mr. Cleve Warren, Chairman
Florida A&M University Board of Trustees
10901 Burnt Mill Road
Jacksonville, FL 32256-2849

Re: Florida A&M University Rattler Booster Update on Concerns

Dear Chair Warren:

As the role and relationship between the Rattler Boosters and the University have changed because of the Board of Trustees’ (BOT) recent approval of the University’s 5-Year Athletic Plan, the Rattler Boosters feel it crucial and necessary that specific facts and concerns are presented to you for the record. Please know that we get no pleasure in continuing to submit communications to the BOT regarding unpleasant situations at our beloved alma mater, but are compelled to do so for mutual knowledge and clarity moving forward as concerned alumni and supporters of Florida A&M University.

1. University’s Five-Year Athletics Plan Discussed in Violation of Sunshine Law

   It was brought to our attention that there was a “dinner” meeting of the BOT and selected individuals, at the University President’s House on March 9, 2016, the eve of the scheduled March 10 meeting of the Full BOT. During that dinner meeting, there was discussion of the University’s 5-Year Athletics Plan. During the discussion, disparaging and erroneous remarks were made by the Athletic Director about the Rattler Boosters. That issue will be addressed later in this communication, but unequivocally, that meeting was subject to Sunshine Law requirements and should have been noticed, even if it might have been considered a social gathering since the Athletics Plan was to come before the BOT for action the next day.

2. University’s Five-Year Athletics Plan Not Properly Vetted

   The University’s Five-Year Athletics Plan was advanced to the agenda of the Full Board of Trustees without being discussed in committee. That is a violation of BOT policy.

   Since the Boosters were the recipients of several emails, text messages and telephone calls during the same period, regarding approval of the Plan, it is our contention that the BOT was also misled into thinking a rush vote was needed in order to present the Athletic Plan at the next scheduled Board of Governors (BOG) meeting. There is no evidence the Plan was on the agenda of that BOG meeting.

Regardless of what you might have been told by our detractors, the Boosters are and have always been fully supportive of any realistic endeavors to assist our University, especially our Athletics Department. Our history with the University, knowledge of fan base and current and potential supporters, gives us pause regarding the fiscal
soundness of the projections that are the crux of the 5-Year Athletics Plan. One example is a projection of 55 donors at the $7,500 level when we currently have zero. It is that type of recommendation regarding Division I participation by a previous AD that we have yet to recover from. Moreover, the Boosters expect the Athletics Department to continue to blame its missteps on our organization when we had no input in developing the Plan nor changing established procedures.

We also point out that during the Athletics Director’s presentation of the Plan at the March BOT meeting, the then CFO, had to speak up to save the presentation. The Boosters further note that the Athletics Department financial presentations are typically expressed in percentages rather than dollar amounts and compare time periods that do not provide substantive information for the BOT to make decisions. There is much to look at here.

3. **Focus on Rattler Boosters Instead of Current Fiscal Year Athletic Department Deficit**
   The Boosters feel the BOT, University stakeholders and general public have been intentionally distracted by discussion of our organization, game day parking, and the Athletic Department. There is growing concern that the $2 million athletic department deficit is being overshadowed and unaddressed due to the unnecessary and unwarranted emphasis placed on the Rattler Boosters.

4. **Erroneous Allegations of Rattler Boosters Committing NCAA Violations**
   The Athletic Director has made serious allegations of the Rattler Boosters of committing NCAA violations regarding payments of recruiting travel and expenses for FAMU coaches. During his continuing smear campaign of the Rattler Boosters, the Athletic Director has neglected to mention that the Rattler Boosters expenditures are documented by a form signed by the sitting Athletic Director and the NCAA Compliance Coordinator prior to travel. (See Attachment A).

5. **Illegal Recording of Meeting**
   The Athletic Director called for a meeting with Rattler Boosters on March 30, 2016. In attendance were the Athletic Director, several members of the Athletic Department staff, select Booster Board members and Booster staff.

   During that approximately 2 hours long meeting, only one person, a Booster staff member, was visibly taking notes. After the meeting, the Athletic Director produced a 10-page account of the meeting which could only have been compiled via an illegal taping of the meeting. One of the Booster Board members who attended the aforementioned meeting is a law enforcement officer knowledgeable of laws against such actions. He has attempted to reach the Athletic Director, directly and via other Athletic Department Staff on several occasions to discuss the matter. The Athletic Director has yet to respond.

6. **Clumsy Transitioning of Control of Rattler Boosters to University Athletic Department**
   The approval of the 5-Year Athletic Plan, ill-timed implementation of the new giving plan and transition of control of the Boosters to the Athletic Department has created confusion and dissension among your most loyal Rattler constituent groups. The divisive bullying tactics of the University administration and Athletic Director have been documented and forwarded to the BOT in earlier communications from both myself and the Boosters Executive Director. Actions of the University President and Athletic Director and their
plans to dismantle the Rattler Boosters and start over were identified and noted early on by the Boosters Executive Director. As time went on he has been proven correct.

Since the March 10, 2016, BOT meeting, the Rattler Boosters provided a list of paid Rattler Boosters memberships that include parking benefits. That document was forwarded to the University via Attorney Mutakee Akbar. (See Attachment B.)

The University President and the Athletic Director have demanded that all monies collected by the Boosters be forwarded to University Athletics. To empty our bank account is completely unreasonable. The Rattler Boosters accepted memberships with the assurance that our members would receive all of the premiums promised. Be advised that the Boosters and Boosters staff have worked hard over the years to repair the integrity of the organization with its members and businesses in the Leon County community. Based on the Athletics Department deficit, their reputation with local vendors and their desperation to access Boosters funds, we are not confident that our Booster members will receive their expected benefits in a timely manner or at all.

While it has proven easy and popular to focus on game-day parking, it is only a part of membership benefits. For example; the Fang level giver ($1000) receives an 80% tax deduction ($800), the benefit from that giving includes: game day home parking for basketball and football, a license plate, a Rattler Booster logo polo, a theme tee shirt, pre-game meals and more.

It is painfully obvious that once again the current University administration continues to disregard the work and financial contributions of the Boosters. We were surprised and disappointed by the inaction after one of our Booster Board members was threatened with arrest by the President’s bodyguard after being barred from a meeting. We are also disappointed that the Rattler Boosters are being treated differently than other University DSO’s and other Booster organizations supporting institutions in the SUS of Florida.

In an attempt to not shine a negative light on the University, until recently, the Boosters remained silent while being targets of a smear campaign by the Athletic Department. Unbelievably, during meetings, the Athletic Director has tried to intimidate and insult the Boosters and then ask for help with raising funds for the Athletics Department.

The Rattler Boosters are fully cognizant of your role as policymakers and not operations decision makers. We are hopeful that the decisions made by the BOT will allow the University to grow and prosper. We want the success of our school to be the beacon of light that many of us remember.

Regardless of who is University President and Athletics Director, the Rattler Boosters will continue to support FAMU athletics. We will not, however, sit idle by while the smear campaign continues. Many of the Rattler Boosters are FAMU alums. We have seen our alma mater through highs and lows and we know we are stronger when the University and the Boosters work together.

Respectfully,

James Shepherd
James Shepherd, Chairman
Rattler Booster Board of Directors
Rattler Boosters
P.O. Box 5865
Tallahassee, FL 32314

cc: Florida A&M University Board of Trustees
    Florida Board of Governors, Alan Levine
    Attorney David Self
    Attorney Mutakee Akbar
Attachment Attachment A (103492 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.
April 25, 2016

Department of Intercollegiate Athletics
Attn: Milton Overton, Director
Florida A&M University
1835 Wahnish Way
Tallahassee, FL 32307

Re: Termination of Game Day Parking Memorandum of Understanding and Assumption of Scoreboard Advertising Exclusivity

Dear Mr. Overton:

This letter is in response to the certified letter dated March 22, 2016 and the meeting held at the general counsel’s office addressing this matter.

In compliance with the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding ("Memorandum") and your termination of the Memorandum, as of April 22, 2016, the Rattler Boosters has discontinued to include game day parking as a part of their membership’s benefits. I have attached a completed list of the parking roster. As agreed to in the meeting, we will provide payment for the parking when all parties come to an agreement as to the amount of parking.

With respect to the selling of advertising on the scoreboards that were donated by the Rattler Boosters, the Boosters has not sold any advertisements for this year. Also, there were no multi-year packages sold that would encompass this year’s season.

Please contact me if there are any further questions or concerns.

Thank you,

Mutaqee Akbar, Esq.

Enc.: 1

Cc: Mickey Clayton, Executive Director, The Rattler Boosters, Inc.
    David Self, Assistant General Counsel, Florida A&M University
Governor Scott,

I have attached the State University System of Florida’s response to your challenge to keep college education affordable and to build strategies that help our students graduate in four years. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Marshall M. Criser III
Chancellor
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1614
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
Phone: (850) 245-9687 | Fax: (850) 245-9685
marshall.criser@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu
June 2, 2016

The Honorable Rick Scott  
Governor of Florida  
Plaza Level 05, The Capitol  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

Dear Governor Scott:

After two days of inspiring discussion and debate at the Degrees to Jobs Summit in Orlando, the Board of Governors and the State University System are pleased to accept your challenge to keep college education affordable and to build strategies that help our students graduate in four years.

We are moving swiftly to implement the provisions in Chapter 2016-236, Laws of Florida, which helps students plan for textbook costs and promotes rigorous attention and evaluation of affordability. As our university boards of trustees and Board of Governors develop recommendations to enhance affordability, we look forward to expanding that work to meet the Finish in Four, Save More Challenge you announced at the Summit last week.

Student counseling has expanded significantly in recent years as a result of performance funding, and your challenge is an impetus for us to do more. With STEM degrees up by 30 percent in the past five years and Florida boasting the highest graduation rate of the largest 10 states for the second year in a row, the power of counseling is clear. Our response to your challenge includes increasing counseling opportunities for dual-enrolled students as well as prioritizing the Finish in Four, Save More message for students at the beginning of their college careers.

We are also reaching out to the Florida College System and our K-12 System to jointly identify areas where additional information to students will increase the alignment between dual enrollment coursework and degree requirements.
Students must have early access to information that gives them the knowledge to make sure each course counts toward a degree. In addition, the Board of Governors and the State University System join you in support of reinstating summer Bright Futures, which incentivizes our students to complete their degrees faster.

Further, the Board of Governors formed a 2+2 Articulation Select Committee earlier this year to focus on our opportunity to increase affordability for Florida’s students. Partnering with the College System, we expect to identify strategies and communicate the paths that Florida offers to and through post-secondary education.

Experiential learning is pivotal in rounding out higher education, and the Board of Governors and State University System are laser-focused on ensuring the transition from degree to jobs. Through the State University System’s Think Florida: A Higher Degree for Business campaign, the Board of Governors and the universities are building networks with businesses and working with Enterprise Florida to attract employers to the state. Your call to action reinforces the need to promote internships and make sure students are aware they can get credit for experiences in their fields.

Online education provides new opportunities for students to achieve a degree at a cost that is affordable and that provides a level of flexibility never available before. An initiative to identify the expense associated with online education is underway. The Cost of Online Education report is scheduled to be considered by the Board in September and will include a model for achieving cost savings and cost avoidance in the development and delivery of online education. Our focus is on improving and maintaining the quality of online education while being conscientious of affordability.

Your support and commitment to higher education have been key in propelling the System’s upward trajectory. With the coordinated efforts of yourself, the Legislature, the Board of Governors and the State University System, our System is well on its way to achieving national prominence.
We look forward to continuing to work with you to prepare students for the workforce and to amplifying your message from the Degrees to Jobs Summit: Finish in Four, Save More.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas G. Kuntz  
Chair, Board of Governors

Kelvin Lawson  
Trustee Chair, FAMU

Anthony K. G. Barbar  
Trustee Chair, FAU

J. Dudley Goodlette  
Trustee Chair, FGCU

Claudia Puig  
Trustee Chair, FIU

R. Mark Bostick  
Trustee Chair, FPU

Marshall M. Criser III  
Chancellor, State University System

Elmira Mangum  
President, FAMU

John Kelly  
President, FAU

Wilson G. Bradshaw  
President, FGCU

Mark B. Rosenberg  
President, FIU

Randy K. Avent  
President, FPU
The Honorable Rick Scott
June 2, 2016
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Edward E. Burr
Trustee Chair, FSU

Keith D. Monda
Trustee Chair, NCF

Marcos R. Marchena
Trustee Chair, UCF

Steven M. Scott
Trustee Chair, UF

Joy G. Korman
Trustee Chair, UNF

Harold W. Mullis, Jr.
Trustee Chair, USF

Lewis Bear, Jr.
Trustee Chair, UWF

John Thrasher
President, FSU

Donal O'Shea
President, NCF

John C. Hitt
President, UCF

W. Kent Fuchs
President, UF

John A. Delaney
President, UNF

Judy Genshaft
President, USF

Judy A. Bense
President, UWF
"We have received your complaint and the concerns will be addressed."

You told this in September 2014 when it was reported to you that FAMU employees were doing work similar to work at FAMU which was conflict of interest, but NEVER investigated them.

You get paid more than $175,000. You and your office get paid for investigating and we don't get paid for reporting bad things happening at FAMU. Still, you ignore those complaints. I am not the first FAMU graduate to report this and know many of my friends who have reported and you and your office DID nothing. The employees breaking FAMU rules left without punishment because you and your office did not want to bother with it.

I know your office doesn't set university policies or monitor hires on ongoing basis. But, you serve as a watchdog to INSURE rules are followed and whenever they are broken and reported by people like me, the culprits are charged. You have failed in that. There were no public comments today, but one day people like me will call you out in front of the Board.

You hire external firm Grant Thornton to investigate hiring incentive payments. How much did you spend and why? Why couldn't your office do that? Whose money you are spending? Fees which students like me paid and taxes which my parents paid? Why do you need support of outside companies so much? Didn't you have an investigation for hiring for a position without advertising the vacancy?

Did the President or Provost sign-off the waiver allowing Edwina Jacobs to be hired by Deidre Evans?

As a watchdog, people need to know that the watchdog will come after them if they break rules. You have neither created that culture which is why everyday people do bad stuff at FAMU. They know you will not do anything even when things are reported. we know what the guy before you was doing https://famutvnews.com/2011/11/14/famus-vp-of-audit-and-compliance-resigns/

Remember, a teaching position like CIS instructor deals with student's education and you really cannot put a recent graduate like Edwina Jacobs just because Deidre Evans wanted to help her. You are shortchanging FAMU's customer student from whom FAMU is going to ask money tomorrow. Will we give anything when we know our money will be used to pay your
salary, money you want to pay to external firm Grant Thornton, Deidre Evans?

I will call you out on one Board Meeting and give names against whom you were sent complaints in Sep 2014 but did nothing.

You can then tell "We received your complaint in Sep 2014 and the concerns will be addressed in another 1000 years or more. " in front of the Board.

---

**From:** Givens, Richard  
**Sent:** Friday, June 10, 2016 5:54 PM  
**To:** Melvena W  
**Cc:** Woody, Robert; Lawson, Kelvin; bdobson@tallahassee.com  
**Subject:** RE: Hiring of friends at CIS department  
We have received your complaint and the concerns will be addressed. I also need to point out that all allegations reported to our office are investigated in accordance with University procedures. You also have some misconceptions in what Audit & Compliance does. We do not set University policies nor do we monitor university hires on an ongoing basis. Both of these functions are management functions; therefore, Audit & Compliance would lose independence by performing the duties.

**From:** Melvena W [mailto:melvena_w_2000@outlook.com]  
**Sent:** Thursday, June 09, 2016 9:59 PM  
**To:** Givens, Richard  
**Cc:** Woody, Robert; Lawson, Kelvin; bdobson@tallahassee.com  
**Subject:** Hiring of friends at CIS department  
As the VP of Audit office at FAMU you need to set standards so that people cannot get hired for position with benefits without a competitive job search, even a secretary. Yet, Deidre Evans, chair of CIS department [http://www.cis.famu.edu/profile/profile-williams.html](http://www.cis.famu.edu/profile/profile-williams.html) "gave" her student Edwina Jacobs a instructor position as she was the department chair. I know about it. Why don't you who gets paid $175,000 or more does not? Or, do you want to close your eyes to something?  
3. Misuse of Public Position  
Public officers and employees, and local government attorneys are prohibited from corruptly using or attempting to use their official positions or the resources thereof to obtain a special privilege or benefit for themselves or others. [Sec. 112.313(6), Fla. Stat.]

As the department chair Deidre Evans had a public position. Her salary and her student whom she gave a instructor job did not come out of her pocket, but taxpayers pocket. Public officials inherently owe a fiduciary duty to the public to make governmental decisions in
the public’s best interest. If the official instead secretly makes his decision based on his own personal interest . . . the official has defrauded the public of his honest services.

For what she has done, even her professor status cannot protect her, if you do a proper investigation. I know you have not investigated FAMU employees who were doing bad stuff and about whom complaints were sent in September 2014.

Ammons lost his job because his Audit and Compliance VP screwed up

I know you will not do anything so I will call out on you tomorrow in front of everybody. Yes, employees who were not investigated since September 2014, those names will come tomorrow and you know who will be watching you.

People do bad stuff at FAMU because the guy who should be a watchdog and stopping it which is you, wants do do nothing.

Well, I ain’t paying taxes which pay your salary and Deidre Evans for that.

Edwina Jacobs was hired directly without a open search by Deidre Evans and that is a teaching position.

What will BOG think? Yes, they will be listening tomorrow.
Hi Rebekah,

Richard Givens has not investigated complaints sent to him since Sep 2014. Do you think he will do anything to my complaint sent in June 2016? Why do you think I sent it to your office?

When inspector general of a university indulges in misconduct like ignoring complaints, you need to take charge. Don't tell me to go to him because if he is napping on complaints sent in Sep 2014, he ain't going to do anything for me.

A shame, he gets paid $176,000 or more. You can wait for 1000 years for him to do something, but I ain't letting him make $176,000 for napping. When your name comes in newspaper for this, you can tell that I was waiting for Richard Givens.
If you have any additional information or questions regarding the status of your complaint or university policies, we encourage you to follow up directly with Mr. Givens' office.

Thank you,

Rebekah Weeks, CIGI
Investigations and Audit Specialist
Office of Inspector General and Director of Compliance
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1614
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
(850) 245-0466 | Fax: (850) 245-9192
BOGInspectorGeneral@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu
On behalf of Chancellor Criser, I’m pleased to provide the attached letter and allocation of 2016-2017 performance based funding appropriations.

Thank you.

Tim Jones
Vice Chancellor
Finance & Administration/Chief Financial Officer
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors
325 West Gaines Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399
Phone: (850) 245-9397 | Fax (850) 245-9959
tim.jones@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu
DATE: July 21, 2016

TO: Honorable Rick Scott
    President Andy Gardiner
    Speaker Steve Crisafulli

FROM: Marshall M. Criser, III
      Chancellor

SUBJECT: 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 Performance Based Funding Allocation

Pursuant to Section 1001.92(5) Florida Statute attached is the final performance funding allocation for 2015-2016 and 2016-2017.

At the June 2016 Board of Governors meeting, the Board corrected a data point related to Florida International University that resulted in a change in the 2015-2016 allocation for four universities. The Board also approved the 2016-2017 allocation.

The Board sincerely appreciates the support that you have shown in recognizing the value of the Board's performance funding model. The model's focus on 10 key metrics has increased our commitment to student success and our universities are more focused on retention, graduation, and career or academic success. The $500 million provided this year will truly make a difference for our students and Florida’s taxpayers.

We look forward to continuing our work with you as we move the State University System to be the best university system in the country.

Attachments

C: Representative Erik Fresen
   Senator Don Gaetz
   Ashley Spiccoa
   Tim Elwell
   Sara DeNagy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>2015-16 Allocation of New Funds</th>
<th>2015-16 Restoration of Base Funds</th>
<th>2015-16 Total Performance Funding Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAMU</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$13,997,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAU</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$11,366,318</td>
<td>$18,943,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGCU</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$4,940,666</td>
<td>$8,234,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIU</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$16,251,603</td>
<td>$27,086,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSU</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$24,945,913</td>
<td>$41,576,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCF</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,457,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCF</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$23,829,291</td>
<td>$34,581,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>$31,424,964</td>
<td>$46,582,818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNF</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$6,947,962</td>
<td>$11,579,937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USF</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>$24,416,844</td>
<td>$35,165,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWF</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>$5,876,438</td>
<td>$9,794,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>$150,000,000</td>
<td>$250,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Institutions earning 25 points or less or in the bottom three do not receive funds. Institutions earning 25 points or less will have funds at risk restored if the plan approved by Board of Governors is successfully implemented.*
# Florida Board of Governors
## Performance Funding Allocation, 2016-2017
### June 23, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Allocation of State Investment</th>
<th>Allocation of Institutional Investment&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Total Performance Funding Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAMU</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>$11,509,132</td>
<td>$14,066,717</td>
<td>$25,575,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAU</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>$25,346,748</td>
<td>$21,642,163</td>
<td>$46,988,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGCU</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$8,010,396</td>
<td>$9,790,484</td>
<td>$17,800,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIU</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>$25,253,750</td>
<td>$30,865,695</td>
<td>$56,119,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSU</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$35,574,608</td>
<td>$43,480,076</td>
<td>$79,054,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCF</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,740,857</td>
<td>$2,740,857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCF</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>$39,301,181</td>
<td>$38,697,580</td>
<td>$77,998,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>$47,695,822</td>
<td>$49,180,011</td>
<td>$96,875,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNF</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$12,914,790</td>
<td>$12,914,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USF</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>$32,308,363</td>
<td>$39,488,000</td>
<td>$71,796,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWF</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$12,133,627</td>
<td>$12,133,627</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total  |        | $225,000,000                   | $275,000,000                                     | $500,000,000                        |

<sup>1</sup>Institutions scoring 50 points or less or the three lowest scoring universities will not receive any State Investment. Any ties in scores are broken using the tiebreaker policy approved by the Board.

Notes:

1. Each university contributed a portion of their institutional budget, for a total of $275 million, to be allocated based on performance. Universities that scored 51 points or higher receive their full institutional funding restored.
Richard Scott – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

5 more people signed in the last hour

I support President Mangum and FANU

FAMU has been heading in the right direction but the Board of Trustees is full of people with no vision. I support Dr Mangum.
Lillian Spell  
Midway, FL · Aug 24, 2016

Rashunda James  
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 24, 2016

View all 5 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning you know you’re listening, say whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com, the address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter know.

Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA
New signatures

Richard Scott – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM'S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 5 supporters

5 more people signed in the last 14 minutes

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Tanya Hill
Panama City, FL · Aug 25, 2016
I believe in the work that she is doing at FAMU and I believe she has the best interest of the students at heart.

Trameka Turner-Rios
Miami, FL · Aug 25, 2016
I'm signing because as the parent of a current rattler, it is important for our children to excel without the rhetoric and personal vendettas. This institution is heading in the right direction and should continue to do so under the leadership of Dr. Mangum. Famu should be allowed to grow and come into the 21st century with high standards; not only stopping there but continuing to raise the bar for those students that are to come. It is my
hope that all personal issues will be resolved and we can move to a place where all are benefiting especially our children.

SYNITHIA DOWDELL
MIAMI, FL · Aug 25, 2016

Jamelia Pugh
Oakland, CA · Aug 25, 2016

Malcolm McCollum
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 25, 2016

View all 5 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com, the address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter know.

Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA
Richard Scott – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM'S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 5 supporters

5 more people signed in the last 14 minutes

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Sylvia Sloan
Covington, GA · Aug 25, 2016

Dr. Magnum has done great things for our beloved FAMU! She was moving FAMU forward! Not renewing her contract is unacceptable!

Dr. Capers
Orlando, FL · Aug 25, 2016

As a 2005 graduate of the illustrious FAMU College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences I must say it is heart wrenching to have witnessed the dysfunction of our beloved FAMU since the departure of President Humphries. The constant change in leadership does absolutely nothing for the stability of our institution. Dr. Magnum has made amazing strides at FAMU during her tenure and it is in the best interest of the university, it's
current students, faculty, staff and alumni that the BOT and the powers that be allow her to continue to make progress and move FAMU forward.

---

**Donterrius Mosley**  
Tallahassee, FL  
Aug 25, 2016

---

**Jordon Derr**  
Newark, NJ  
Aug 25, 2016

---

**Borodine Dornevil**  
Naples, FL  
Aug 25, 2016

[View all 5 supporters](#)

---

**CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS**
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10 more people signed in the last 30 minutes

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Nedra Fortson
Albany, GA · Aug 25, 2016

President Mangum has the vision FAMU needs to move forward. We've accomplished much under her leadership. The BOT is too new and ill equipped to make this type of decision in the face of all the upcoming audits.

Anthony Lanier
Ellenwood, GA · Aug 25, 2016

Fed up with power hungry board of trustees that only have their interest at heart. There attempt to overthrow Dr. Mangum is a step backwards.
Esther Coleman
Washington, DC · Aug 25, 2016

I am confident in Dr. Mangum’s leadership and believe she will only continue to make positive improvements for the University.

Glenda Sheffield
Jupiter, FL · Aug 25, 2016

I am a parent of two FAMU students and they are doing really great! Additionally, Dr. Magnum continues to do a GREAT job.

Darriel Clark
Houston, TX · Aug 25, 2016

We need stable leadership!

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning you know you’re listening, say whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for more information. Learn more.
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Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM'S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 10 supporters

10 more people signed in the last hour

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Tyrri McCloud
Pompano Beach, FL · Aug 25, 2016
She's done an amazing job setting and accomplishing goals.

Tonya Austin
Snellville, GA · Aug 25, 2016
1984 SBI graduate!

Mitzi Miller
New York, NY · Aug 25, 2016
I am a proud alumni who expects excellence with caring and believes in Dr. Magnum's ability to lead the University.

Dr. Leonard Everett
Leesburg, FL · Aug 25, 2016

Lyneece King
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 25, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for more information. Learn more.
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From: David Adams <pastord-adams@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dr. Mangum has and is doing an outstanding job at FAMU. In the few years that she has been there many positive accomplishments have occurred under her leadership. Please overturn the decision by the Board of Trustees and keep her as president of FAMU. It is time to remove the members of the BOT that do not support her. They would rather watch FAMU flounder in mediocrity than do what is right.
New signatures

Richard Scott – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM’S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 10 supporters

10 more people signed in the last hour

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

William Ellis
Lancaster, SC · Aug 25, 2016
I believe Dr. Mangum has been treated unfairly and should have her contract extended based on her performance to date.

M Jacobs
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 25, 2016
As Florida A&M is beginning to reap the harvest of focused objectives, increased giving, and renewed pride under the leadership of Dr. Elmira Mangum and her team, now is not the time to allow immeasurable, subjective 'goals' to impede the long-term good of our alma mater. We must professionally collaborate to ensure that FAMU remains a viable choice for future generations of young people to pursue a quality higher
education. The metrics speak for themselves. Keep Dr. Mangum as the President of Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University.

---

Angel Mitchell Ferguson
Orlando, FL · Aug 25, 2016

I love my school and Dr Mangum is doing a great job!

---

Juliet Pettijohn
McKinney, TX · Aug 25, 2016

I care deeply about the future of FAMU and its leadership!

---

Ann Sorrell
West Palm Beach, FL · Aug 25, 2016

View all 10 supporters

---
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Tina Austin
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 25, 2016
She is doing great work and needs more time to make a difference.

Schneider Saintil
Miami, FL · Aug 25, 2016
The BOT has a problem with people who invoke change for the better and must stop there blatant micromanagement and sexism for the university to progress. This amazing person has exceeded expectations and deserves to be compensated and rewarded.
Preston Robinson
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 25, 2016

I believe in FAMU and the progress that President Mangum has effectively began!!!

---

Dina Perez
Atlanta, GA · Aug 25, 2016

I am a proud alumni who expects excellence with caring and believes in Dr. Magnum's ability to lead the University.

---

carla barrington
Midway, FL · Aug 25, 2016

Keep the president!

View all 10 supporters
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From: Eric Roundtree <eround2001@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77338

Phone Number: 7138857755

Message Body: I am in disbelief that a decision was made today to release Dr. MANGUM. YOU came from corporate, a change in leadership leads to distainment and some form of uncomfortabity. PLEASE consider having the board's decision reviewed by the BOG'S. Your attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated!
New signatures

Richard Scott — This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM'S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 10 supporters

10 more people signed in the last hour

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Jeremy Bruner
Atlanta, GA · Aug 25, 2016
I’m signing this because Dr. Mangum has made a tremendous impact to a University that I originally lost hope in. She and her team brings hope, change, discipline, positivity and many other qualities that has indeed set the University on the right path to a durable future. A rattler future is on the horizon.

Derrick Deal
Miami, FL · Aug 25, 2016
FamuForward
**Jazmine Bowman**  
Douglasville, GA · Aug 25, 2016

FAMU needs stability and Dr. Mangum has provided that and more to my University.

---

**Mirasha Brown**  
Orlando, FL · Aug 25, 2016

---

**worlee glover**  
chicago, IL · Aug 25, 2016

---

**View all 10 supporters**

---
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Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM'S CONTRACT EXTENSION

Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 10 supporters

10 more people signed in the last 9 hours

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Yasmeen Nkrumah-Elie
Denver, CO · Aug 25, 2016

There is a need for leadership stability at FAMU. No president will be perfect, but give them 4-5 years to make an impact. Yes, I agree that mistakes need to be corrected along the way and should not be concealed, but that does not mean a new president every two years.

Denzel Stewart
Fort Lauderdale, FL · Aug 25, 2016

I believe that FAMU should continue to move FORWARD with our Madam President Dr. Elmira Mangum at the helm of this ship!
Tyrone Gaines  
Midlothian, VA  ·  Aug 25, 2016

I lack confidence in the BOT and think that Madam President has performed admirably based on the criteria set by the BOG.

Kamisha Morrison  
Chicago, IL  ·  Aug 25, 2016

We need stability in leadership and the turnover must stop!

James Murphy  
Miami, FL  ·  Aug 25, 2016

Dr. Magnum has done a fantastic job with Florida A&M University. I recommend that her contract be extended

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for more information. Learn more.
From: Governor Scott's Office of Citizen Services
To: SUS Board of Governors (chancellor@ffboq.edu)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Dr. Mangum
Date: Thursday, August 25, 2016 8:46:10 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Roundtree [mailto:eround2001@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 11:13 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Dr. Mangum

From: Eric Roundtree <eround2001@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77338

Phone Number: 7138857755

Message Body: I am in disbelief that a decision was made today to release Dr. MANGUM. YOU came from corporate, a change in leadership leads to distainment and some form of uncomfortabity. PLEASE consider having the board's decision reviewed by the BOG'S. Your attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated!
From: Governor Scott’s Office of Citizen Services
To: SUS Board of Governors (chancellor@flbog.edu)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Keep Dr. Mangum at FAMU
Date: Thursday, August 25, 2016 9:08:25 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: David Adams [mailto:pastord-adams@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 10:31 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Keep Dr. Mangum at FAMU

From: David Adams <pastord-adams@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dr. Mangum has and is doing an outstanding job at FAMU. In the few years that she has been there many positive accomplishments have occurred under her leadership. Please overturn the decision by the Board of Trustees and keep her as president of FAMU. It is time to remove the members of the BOT that do not support her. They would rather watch FAMU flounder in mediocrity than do what is right.
Richard Scott – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

10 more people signed in the last hour

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Theresa Conner
Leesburg, FL · Aug 25, 2016

I believe that she has not been given a fair evaluation. If we are evaluating personality maybe we should evaluate our BOT. She is doing well with the school and bringing it up to the standards. I think the board of governors should reevaluate her evaluation.

Bryon McKie
Fort Mill, SC · Aug 25, 2016

There is a concerted effort by those in power to destabilized this great institution.
Yolanda Brown
Fort Lauderdale, FL • Aug 25, 2016

I believe in Dr. Mangum.

Michael Reynolds
Fairburn, GA • Aug 25, 2016

I #StandWithPresidentMangum

Demarion Presley
San Diego, CA • Aug 25, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS
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Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM’S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 10 supporters

10 more people signed in the last hour

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Miracle Avery
Lithonia, GA · Aug 25, 2016
Dr. Mangum has done nothing but turn our university around for the BETTER. Losing her would be an absolute mistake. She is committed to FAMU and our students

JERMAINE MILLER
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 25, 2016
im with her
Harold Lemons Jr
Jacksonville, FL  •  Aug 25, 2016

Cicily Youngblood
Orlando, FL  •  Aug 25, 2016

Bobby Swoope
Atlanta, GA  •  Aug 25, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS
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From: Annie Barfield <blb@embarqmail.com>
County: Madison
Zip Code: 32340
Phone Number: 8509736952

Message Body: Please work with the FAMU Board of Trustees and re-instate Dr. Mangum as President of FAMU. Thank you for your support.

Annie Moore Barfield
From: Governor Scott's Office of Citizen Services  
To: SUS Board of Governors (chancellor@flbog.edu)  
Cc: Sunburst  
Subject: FW: Re-Instate Dr. Mangum  
Date: Thursday, August 25, 2016 4:31:22 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Annie Barfield [mailto:blb@embarqmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2016 4:27 PM  
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>  
Subject: Re-Instate Dr. Mangum

From: Annie Barfield <blb@embarqmail.com>

County: Madison

Zip Code: 32340

Phone Number: 8509736952

Message Body: Please work with the FAMU Board of Trustees and re-instate Dr. Mangum as President of FAMU. Thank you for your support.

Annie Moore Barfield
From: Jennifer Edwards <edwardsjenniferj@gmail.com>
County: Leon
Zip Code: 32304
Phone Number: 9722771378
Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

As a Florida A&M University alum, I am disappointed to see that The Board of Trustees chose not to renew President Mangum's contract. There are many conspiracy theorists who say this is another attempt to eventually close the school down. In an act of honesty and transparency, I am appealing to you to overturn this decision and calling on an independent, third party review of the President's performance by an out of state HR firm.

Having worked in higher education, I know it takes time to address past issues and she has not been given long enough and is being punished for performance gaps that were not of her initiation. The lack of consistency in Presidents will damage the legacy, reputation, recruitment, and retention of the University.

The Board of Trustees (BOT) as well as national alumni association (NAA) executive board appear to be in collusion concerning her removal, while faculty might have some legitimate grievances, not enough to remove her from office. Students and alumni outside of NAA leadership appear to be in support of President Mangum.

Is reversal of the BOT decision to allow time for an unbiased third party review of President Mangum's performance by an out of state HR firm something that can be considered? I look forward to your reply.

Jennifer

Jennifer J. Edwards, Ph.D.
Founder and Chief Impact Officer
UPSTREAM
972-277-1378

FAMU c/o 2004
B.S. Chemistry, Magna Cum Laude
National Achievement Finalist
From: Tangela Crawford <tancrawford99@hotmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 8502106262

Message Body: Good morning, I am emailing you in my concern of the great injustice that's happening to President Mangum and the students at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University. The Board of Trustees does not speak for the Alumni of Famu and their negativity, unprofessionalism, corrupt motives, and lack of skills and knowledge to move Famu forward has spoken loudly in every decision and petty agenda against President Mangum. The current BOT are doing more damage and harm and needs to be dismantled or replaced. President Mangum has done great things for our university even when hindered by this petty unprofessional BOT. This Alumni is asking for you help to replace the negative and petty BOT and extend President Mangum contract.
Tangela Crawford
Active and Financial Alumni
From: Jennifer Edwards <edwardsjenniferj@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32304

Phone Number: 9722771378

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

As a Florida A&M University alum, I am disappointed to see that The Board of Trustees chose not to renew President Mangum's contract. There are many conspiracy theorists who say this is another attempt to eventually close the school down. In an act of honesty and transparency, I am appealing to you to overturn this decision and calling on an independent, third party review of the President's performance by an out of state HR firm.

Having worked in higher education, I know it takes time to address past issues and she has not been given long enough and is being punished for performance gaps that were not of her initiation. The lack of consistency in Presidents will damage the legacy, reputation, recruitment, and retention of the University.

The Board of Trustees (BOT) as well as national alumni association (NAA) executive board appear to be in collusion concerning her removal, while faculty might have some legitimate grievances, not enough to remove herb from office. Students and alumni outside of NAA leadership appear to be in support of President Mangum.

Is reversal of the BOT decision to allow time for an unbiased third party review of President Mangum's performance by an out of state HR firm something that can be considered? I look forward to your reply.

Jennifer

Jennifer J. Edwards, Ph.D.
Founder and Chief Impact Officer
UPSTREAM
972-277-1378

FAMU c/o 2004
B.S. Chemistry, Magna Cum Laude
National Achievement Finalist
From: Tangela Crawford <tancrawford99@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2016 10:06 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: FAMU BOT

From: Tangela Crawford <tancrawford99@hotmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 8502106262

Message Body: Good morning, I am emailing you in my concern of the great injustice that's happening to President Mangum and the students at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University. The Board of Trustees does not speak for the Alumni of Famu and their negativity, unprofessionalism, corrupt motives, and lack of skills and knowledge to move Famu forward has spoken loudly in every decision and petty agenda against President Mangum. The current BOT are doing more damage and harm and needs to be dismantled or replaced. President Mangum has done great things for our university even when hindered by this petty unprofessional BOT. This Alumni is asking for you help to replace the negative and petty BOT and extend President Mangum contract.

Tangela Crawford
Active and Financial Alumni
Richard Scott – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Richard Scott: FAMU ALUMNI SUPPORT STABLE LEADERSHIP; SEEK DR. ELMIRA MANGUM’S CONTRACT EXTENSION
Petition by Rattlers4FAMU Real Rattlers · 100 supporters
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Tony Hart
Orlando, FL · Aug 26, 2016
We need stable leadership. FAMU is starting to get back on track from the negative image....

Ja'Nia Harden
Fort Lauderdale, FL · Aug 26, 2016
Alma Mater

I Branton
Stability is Key.

**Dyshawn Rigby**  
Fort Lauderdale, FL · Aug 26, 2016

Let FAMU be great!!

**Kimberly Shannon**  
Winter Park, FL · Aug 26, 2016

I think the institution needs stability and someone that is going to be progressive/innovative to lead FAMU to the next level. Dr. Magnum is the leader to do so.

**View all 100 supporters**
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Antoine Johnson
Riverview, FL · Aug 31, 2016
She is moving the university in the right direction!!!

Michael Boyer
Tallahassee, FL · Aug 31, 2016
Dr. Mangum is THE best thing that has happened to FAMU since Dr. Humphreys. The BOT needs to be done away with as they have not once done anything that truly HELPS the University and has more times than not actually hurt it. This needs to stop.
Nyerere Davidson  
Washington, DC · Aug 31, 2016

I am an engaged alumnus and fully support what Dr. Mangum is doing for our university. I want her to continue to flourish and perform great work for our institution.

Lindsay Pollard  
Fort Lauderdale, FL · Aug 31, 2016

I stand with Dr. Mangum because FAMU is experiencing growth like we haven't seen since the Humphries' era. I completely reject the way a RICK SCOTT-appointed board is concocting ways to run her out of Tallahassee, only to replace her with someone lacking her talent and vision.  

#YoungAlumsForMangum

Linda Pollard  
Fort Lauderdale, FL · Aug 31, 2016

I strongly support this president.

View all 100 supporters
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Adriana Alexander
West Palm Beach, FL · Sep 02, 2016
Dr. Magnum is an amazing president and supports the band greatly.

Jay Henry
Pensacola, FL · Sep 02, 2016
she has done an outstanding job.

Maiya Grace
Tallahassee, FL · Sep 01, 2016
I am signing because I believe in the efforts to press FAMU forward. As a student here, I fully support what is being done to reverse Dr. Magnum's revision and feel that we as a progressive university have to hold onto what we stand for. If not, we will become unstable and fail. I believe in FAMU.

_Amonoe Mathis_
Perry, FL · Sep 01, 2016

I will sign this petition because President Mangum does not deserve this type of treatment from my governor or BOT member. I clearly stand beside her in everything she does for his university. I will not support FAMU by getting rid of her, please extend her contract.

_Delpria Hubbard_
Tallahassee, FL · Sep 01, 2016

I'm signing because as a Freshman, starting college is a new and scary experience. Having to deal with the changes in environment and social surroundings is difficult in itself but for the University to also receive New Leadership that could potentially put FAMU on a downwards spiral is unacceptable. I love FAMU already, I'm proud of this HBCU. Dr. Mangum has been of great service to this University and I would like to continue to see Black Excellence produced from Florida A & M University.

View all 100 supporters
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To whom this may concern:

We are in need of immediate attention regarding the documented issues in the attachment.

Bobby R. Swoope
Life Member FAMU Alumni
Former Booster Member
FAMU Athletic Supporter Champion Builder
Chairman Lawson has constantly showed his inability to be impartial, honorable, and fair after leading the FAMU's Board of Trustees in a motion to erroneously fire the University President Dr. Mangum. Statement made by former BOT member "I'm just very disturbed by what's going on." Former FAMU Trustee Marjorie Turnbull said. She said she was shocked the current board tried to get rid of FAMU President Dr. Elmira Mangum. "I was so surprised at the way it was done." At the crux of last Thursday's attempts to fire Dr. Mangum: more than $400,000 of renovations made to the president's house, including an $11,000 front door. Trustee Lawson and others those expenses were made without the board's approval. But he and others outright lied based on known facts stated by former Trustee Turnbull who said when she was on the board, they agreed the house needed renovating and said they approved to have the work done. She said, "As I remember, they told us what it would take to renovate. This was before she came, what it would take to renovate it. It is now a home. **(Every Trustee that voted to fire her should have been removed from the board after that vote for creating a hostile work environment and violating the State Ethics Laws in representing the BOG.)**

Chairman Lawson was also over the athletics oversight committee, and made a vote of no confidence to fire Kellen Wilson but **Lawson says the committee’s vote wasn’t just because of Holmes’ abrupt dismissal. Rather, it was grounded in what Lawson sees as Winslow’s indifference towards FAMU’s tradition and history.** But yet he hasn’t taken any actions in the defrauded reports receive from the Boosters Organization, who is a Direct Support Organization for Florida A&M University, whom should have had its profits in a FAMU State banking account in Florida A&M’s name, in which Athletic Director Mr. Overton should have access to the account at all times, being they were making money off the State parking facilities which belong to FAMU Athletic Department in the name of FAMU Athletics.

(Lawson praised Overton’s leadership. He said the athletic director “inherited” a difficult financial situation. Overton officially started at FAMU on Aug. 3. “The biggest thing we can do is support his vision,” Lawson said. “That support can be in the area of looking for ways to help him raise funds. We can stay aligned with the Board of Governors and make sure we’re compliant with all state and federal regulations with how we spend funds. But yet he fail to find fault with the Booster President paying himself $950.00 on game day when he already in fact was getting pay already, plus he was paying other people in his group on game day) **The BOT oversight committee lead by Mr. Lawson allowed this to happen. **This is admission in knowing there was a problem!

Mr. Lawson has constantly turned a blind eye when it came to the Boosters fraudulent reports over the years under his watch, based on the State Law the Boosters should be audited and their budget should be made available nine months after the year end to the BOT. **(For months, Florida A&M’s administration and the Rattler Boosters have verbally sparred over the former’s plans for the university’s athletic department).** Under the 501c program 51 percent of all profits made should have been turned over to Florida A&M University Athletic Department by year end, but that has not happen under Mr. Lawson watch. **Mr. Lawson should have known, been vigilant, and knowledgeable about the 990-EZ form non-profits organization forms filed with the IRS in which it has been reported by the Boosters, the forms stated that they were giving FAMU Athletics in the excess of $500,000 a year but there is no trace of this reported income ever been given to Athletics. (Based on what I’ve seen ... I’ve only been able to track, of the $125,000 you submitted to the department of athletics (that number was taken from a budget submitted to Overton), I’ve only been able to track about $17,000,” Dortch said.
“Based on what’s in the records in the university, based on what you put on your 990s (the tax return form for organizations exempt from income tax), based on where we are, all of these aren’t coming together.”

Dortch said he’s working to ensure all DSOs are in compliance with university and NCAA regulations. He made it clear all contributions from the boosters — from Saturday forward — are to go through FAMU’s Foundation. **Once again no action to invoke a investigation by FDLE** The Boosters organization has been collecting money from FAMU Alumni and friends in order to support FAMU Athletics but based all reports FAMU Athletics were not receiving this money and Mr. Lawson and Mr. Thomas Dortch are fully aware of these fraudulent activities but yet there has not been a formal investigation initiated with the Florida Department of Law Enforcement. **Myself and others are prepared to file a class-action law suit being that the Booster organization failed to follow the State of Florida regulation in using the money collected from us former Boosters and friends, the money should have been in a state account and accessible by the FAMU Athletic Director, and Mr. Lawson the BOT chairman has been approving their budgets over the years and their fraudulent budget reports but failed to act.** The following links are articles showing some fraudulent activities which have yet to be addressed by Trustee Lawson and Trustee Dortch:

**Chronic logical order of Tallahassee Democrats Articles regarding this BOT**


http://www.tallahassee.com/story/sports/college/famu/2016/08/20/famu-athletics-right-believable/89067582/

Chairman Lawson has constantly shown his inability to make good ethical decisions in appointing Trustee Thomas Dortch as the direct oversight committee chair for FAMU Athletics. Trustee Dortch is the National President/CEO of the 100 Black Men organization in which FAMU has done business with in playing in the Atlanta Football Classic and provided 60% of 100 Black Men budget for their scholarship’s and day to day operation which is in direct conflict with the State of Florida ethic laws. Now, Trustee Dortch is over FAMU Athletics and has the direct ability to influence decisions in having us do business once again with the 100 Black Men. I also find it unethical for Trustee Dortch to be on our BOT because he has been involved directly with negotiations with our Current and Past Presidents. Trustee Dortch shouldn’t have never been involved in a vote to extend or fire our Current President Dr. Elmira Mangum because in the past year along past Athletic Director Kellen Winslow, where she decided not
to sign a contract with the 100 Black Men football game, because the numbers did not favor FAMU Athletics which may have a bad taste in the mouth of anyone associated with the 100 Black Men, being that this game produced 60% of their budget. There’s no way that Trustee Dortch can be impartial and fair in any decisions pertaining FAMU Athletics and the Presidential Evaluation. Trustee Dortch being the national president of 100 Black has the ability to influence another Trustee who is a member of this same organization in Trustee Belvin Perry Jr whom shouldn’t be allowed to vote or be involved in the Presidential evaluation.

Chairman Lawson has also disregarded the Governor and the Board of Governor’s for Florida Universities and its metrics set for Florida A&M University in initiating a vote to not extend the contract of President Mangum, whom has instituted every measurable set forth by the BOG, implemented all the things that the BOG has requested as stated in her recent evaluation in Orlando Florida. Chair Lawson, Perry, Dortch, and others have totally disregarded the standards set forth by the BOG which is in total conflict, prejudice, or arrogant thinking in not respecting the BOG metrics.

**This has set the stage for a hostile work environment, discriminatory practices, and outright destructive to Florida A&M University stability in which the BOG is totally responsible by holding FAMU BOT to task. The vote for the President contract should be rescinded and the above name Trustee’s should be removed at once and it power to act in the name of Florida A&M University should be stopped immediately!**

I’m personally requesting that all monies that I have paid to the FAMU Booster’s since 2012 to present be returned to me as they have failed to keep in accordance with State Statue 2005-18, section 100.74 and 100.75 so that I can turned that money directly over to FAMU Athletics, and others are going to be requesting the same.

Finally,

We feel that the Florida Board of Governors’ (BOG) has a duty and responsibility to make sure that Florida A&M University is totally free from corruption, harassment, and discrimination from anyone or any group such as the Board of Trustee’s (BOT) in regarding Florida A&M University, and we are prepared to file a Federal Lawsuit under the Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 42 U.S.C. 2000d-2000d-7 in which no other BOT is causing this kind of havoc on other State Universities in the State of Florida in which this fall squarely on the Florida Board of Governors’ (BOG).
From: Christopher <christopher1.smi10@famu.edu>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 205-937-7142

Message Body: Greetings Gov. Scott,

Can you please explain to me and all the students at Florida A&M University; why the Florida A&M University board of trustees have fired the best president this University has seen in recent history. We are tired of loosing presidents every two and a half years. Is there anything you can do to ensure we finally have some stability after all this controversy. It would be wonderful to have a president for at least 15-years and a board that builds a FAMU than can compete with the likes of FSU and other major schools and most of all stay out of trouble.

- Christopher L. Smith
Concerned Grad Student.
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Message Body: Greetings Gov. Scott,

Can you please explain to me and all the students at Florida A&M University; why the Florida A&M University board of trustees have fired the best president this University has seen in recent history. We are tired of loosing presidents every two and a half years. Is there anything you can do to ensure we finally have some stability after all this controversy. It would be wonderful to have a president for at least 15-years and a board that builds a FAMU than can compete with the likes of FSU and other major schools and most of all stay out of trouble.

- Christopher L. Smith
Concerned Grad Student.
From: Christopher <christopher1.sm10@famu.edu>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 205-937-7142

Message Body: Greetings Gov. Scott,

Can you please explain to me and all the students at Florida A&M University; why the Florida A&M University board of trustees have fired the best president this University has seen in recent history. We are tired of loosing presidents every two and a half years. Is there anything you can do to ensure we finally have some stability after all this controversy. It would be wonderful to have a president for at least 15-years and a board that builds a FAMU than can compete with the likes of FSU and other major schools and most of all stay out of trouble.

- Christopher L. Smith
Concerned Grad Student.
-----Original Message-----
From: Christopher [mailto:christopher1.smi10@famu.edu]
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 12:10 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: FAMU BOT

From: Christopher <christopher1.smi10@famu.edu>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 205-937-7142

Message Body: Greetings Gov. Scott,

Can you please explain to me and all the students at Florida A&M University; why the Florida A&M University board of trustees have fired the best president this University has seen in recent history. We are tired of loosing presidents every two and a half years. Is there anything you can do to ensure we finally have some stability after all this controversy. It would be wonderful to have a president for at least 15-years and a board that builds a FAMU than can compete with the likes of FSU and other major schools and most of all stay out of trouble.

- Christopher L. Smith
Concerned Grad Student.
From: Sandra Remilien <sandraremilien@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33137

Phone Number: 305-967-5653

Message Body: Hello Governor Rick Scott:

My name is Sandra Remilien. I am writing to inform you that Jeaccinette Philogene, a Haitian witch living in Lauderdale Lakes, Florida has been doing witchcraft to monitor me and she is doing witchcraft on you and to control you.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make my chest and back hurt Sunday. I put my head down. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make water come out my nose and mouth. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me have mucus in my throat and chest. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me cough. Jeaccinette did witchcraft so I couldn't breathe.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me disabled so she can do witchcraft to make the Social Security Administration give me money.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make 9 migrants come to Fisher Island Friday.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Florida A&M university president Elmira Mangum step down.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Carnival Sensation rescue 19 migrants off the coast of Key West Friday.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Dwyane Wade ride with police officers.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me have a headache.

Jeaccinette is using her nephew in Haiti that she did witchcraft to send to the Dominican Republic and other people to help her do witchcraft so she can try to cover her sins. She has been doing witchcraft to put words in people’s mouths and to make them say, email and tell me and other people what she wants. She is doing witchcraft to make you and other people tell me to stop telling them about her witchcraft.

Sincerely,

Sandra

305-967-5653
From: Ursa Plough <coalition2reinstatemangum@gmail.com>

County: Leon=

Zip Code: 32307

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

You must be embarrassed at the FAMU Board of Trustees and the Florida BOG. You appointed them to look over the precious gem of education at the state level and locally. However, they have failed you and are making you look bad and your party. They have violated sunshine laws, practiced discrimination, violated state personnel laws and state ethics laws. We the alumni, students and community members of FAMU respectfully ask that you step in, quickly, to resolve this. Please remove Kelvin Lawson, Mathew Carter, Kim Moore Robert Woody, and Tommy Dortch as they have disgraced the point of Boards. Please have them to revere their decisions and reinstate Dr. Mangum. I don't think you want your record to show you allow sexist lies and conflicts of interest under your watch! If you were aware of these conflicts and wrong practice you will have blood on your hands. Don't be the governor that destroyed the best HBCU in the world or else we will pursue legal action. Thanks!
From: Governor Scott’s Office of Citizen Services
To: SUS Board of Governors (chancellor@flbog.edu)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Governor Scott Please Save FAMU
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 9:21:50 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Ursa Plough [mailto:coalition2reinstatemangum@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2016 10:54 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Governor Scott Please Save FAMU

From: Ursa Plough <coalition2reinstatemangum@gmail.com>

County: Leon=

Zip Code: 32307

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor = Scott: You must be embarrassed at the FAMU Board of Trustees and the Florida BOG. You appointed them to look over the precious gem of education at the state level and locally. However, they have failed you and are making you look bad and your party. They have violated sunshine laws, practiced discrimination, violated state personnel laws and state ethics laws. We, the alumni, students and community members of FAMU respectfully ask that you step in quickly to resolve this. Please remove Kelvin Lawson, Mathew Carter, Kim Moore Robert Woody, and Tommy Dortch as they have disgraced the point of boards. Please have them revered their decisions and reinstate Dr. Mangum. I don't think you want your record to show you allowed sexist lies and conflicts of interest under your watch! If you were aware of these conflicts and wrong practice you will have blood on your hands. Don't be the governor that destroyed the best HBCU in the world or else we will pursue legal action. Thanks!